Monthly Selected Acquisitions List

April 2022

Administrative Law

Contemporary French administrative law John Bell 1953-; François Lichère Cambridge : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51903894180001701

Antitrust

Populism and antitrust : the illiberal influence of populist government on the competition law system Maciej Bernatt (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51903534540001701

Banking & Finance

Essential financial concepts and strategies for lawyers who represent individuals and small businesses / Minnesota State Bar Association, Continuing Legal Education. (Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education, [2022])
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2022 no.8

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672830001701

Biography

A half-century with the Internal Revenue Code : the memoirs of Stanley S. Surrey / edited by Lawrence Zelenak, Ajay Mehrotra. (Durham, North Carolina : Carolina Academic Press, LLC, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection KF373.S86 S86 2021

Bioinformatics

Bioinformatics, medical informatics and the law Jorge L Contreras (editor) ; A. Jamie Cuticchia (editor) ; Gregory J Kirsch (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673190001701
Canon Law

TC Law Library General Collection KBR160 .C355 2022
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection) Greenwood

Citizenship

Research handbook on European union citizenship law and policy : navigating challenges and crises Theodora Kostakopoulou (editor) ; Daniel Thym (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673490001701

Civil Law

Business law and economics for civil law systems Stéphane Rousseau (author) ; Ejan Mackaay (author) ; Pierre Larouche (author) ; Alain Parent (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673640001701

Law and economics for civil law systems Ejan Mackaay (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021 Second edition..
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673610001701

Private law in context : enriching legal doctrine Marc Loth (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672770001701

Civil Practice & Procedure

TC Law Library General Collection KK3815.51877 .H37 2022

Comparative Law

Advanced introduction to comparative legal methods / Pier Giuseppe Monateri. (Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, MA, USA : Edward Elgar Publishing, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K552 .M66 2021
Conflict of Laws

Die völkerrechtliche Verantwortlichkeit im Rahmen der Pacht fremden Hoheitsgebiets / von Stephan Kasperidus. (Berlin : Duncker & Humblot, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection K7338 .K37 2022

Constitutional Law

Constitutional bricolage : Thailand's sacred monarchy vs. the rule of law / Eugénie Mérieau. (Oxford : Hart Publishing, 2022.)
TC Law Library General Collection KPT2070 .M47 2022

Constitutional crowdsourcing : democratising original and derived constituent power in the network society Antoni Abat i Ninet (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673040001701

Constitutionalism in context David S Law Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51903534900001701

The language of constitutional comparison Francois Venter (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672890001701

Contracts

Can blockchain solve the hold-up problem in contracts? Richard T. Holden 1974- (author) ; Anup Malani (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895995660001701

Courts

Constitutional precedent in US Supreme Court reasoning David Schultz (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673340001701

TC Law Library General Collection KD4645 .P88 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KF8742 .P678 2021
**COVID-19**

[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900769320001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900769320001701)

Global pandemic, technology and business: comparative explorations of Covid-19 and the law Luo Li (Law teacher) (editor); Carlos Espaliú Berdud (editor); Steve Foster 1955- (editor); Ben Stanford (Law teacher) (editor) Abingdon, Oxon; New York, NY: Routledge 2022
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900769650001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900769650001701)

**Criminal Law & Procedure**

Core concepts in criminal law and criminal justice. Volume II Kai Ambos; Antony Duff; Alexander Heinze; Julian V Roberts; Thomas Weigend Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press 2022
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51906151780001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51906151780001701)

TC Law Library General Collection KF9654.G76 2021

Principles of Chinese criminal procedure / Liling Yue. (Oxford; London; New York; New Delhi; Sydney: Hart, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection KNQ4610.Y94 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KD8406.A975 2021

TC Law Library General Collection KF9242.S59 2021

The insanity defense: a philosophical analysis Wojciech Załuski (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673160001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673160001701)

**Customary Law**

African customary justice: living law, legal pluralism, and public ethics Pnina Werbner (author); Richard P Werbner (author) Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge 2021
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900761050001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900761050001701)
Data Protection

Der europäische Datenschutzverbund : Strukturen, Legitimation, Rechtsschutz / von Claudia Kawohl. (Berlin : Duncker & Humblot, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection KJE1626.A432016 K39 2022

Research handbook on privacy and data protection law : values, norms and global politics Gloria González-Fuster (editor) ; Rosamunde van Brakel (editor) ; Paul De Hert (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673010001701

Dispute Resolution

Dispute settlement in the World Trade Organization : practice and procedure N. David Palmeter (author) ; Petros C Mavroidis (author) ; Niall Meagher 1965- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022 Third edition..
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51902902910001701

Multi-tier approaches to the resolution of international disputes : a global and comparative study Anselmo Reyes (editor) ; Weixia Gu (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898962620001701

The Cambridge companion to international arbitration / edited by C.L Lim. (Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press, 2021.)
TC Law Library General Collection K2400 .C36 2021

Economics

Advanced microeconomics for contract, institutional, and organizational economics / W. Bentley MacLeod. (Cambridge, Massachusetts : The MIT Press, 2022.)
TC Law Library General Collection HB172 .M273 2022

Environmental Law

Advanced introduction to U.S. environmental law / E. Donald Elliott, Daniel C. Esty. (Cheltenham, UK ; Northampton, MA, USA : Edward Elgar Publishing, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KF3817 .E44 2021

Climate change law : an introduction Karl S Coplan (editor) ; Shelby D Green (editor) ; Katrina Fischer Kuh (editor) ; Smita Narula (editor) ; Karl R Rabágo (editor) ; Radina Valova (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673550001701
**European Union**

[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907807060001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907807060001701)

**Executive Power**

Prosecution of the president of the United States : the constitution, executive power, and the rule of law / H.L. Brown. (Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection KF5051 .B76 2022

**Food & Drug Law**

TC Law Library Reserve KF3891.M2 O83 2022

**Government Contracts**

Government contract law : fundamentals and hot topics / Minnesota Continuing Legal Education. (Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education, [2022])
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2022 no.6

**Higher Education**

Breaking ranks : how the rankings industry rules higher education and what to do about it / Colin Diver. (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 2022.)
TC Law Library General Collection LB2331.63 .D58 2022

**Human Rights**

[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900739600001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900739600001701)

Critical issues in human rights and development Stephen P. Marks (editor) ; Balakrishnan Rajagopal (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673070001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673070001701)

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3410 .F7595 2021
Human Rights (cont’d)

Research handbook on global governance, business and human rights Axel Marx (editor) ; Geert van Calster (editor) ; Jan Wouters (editor) ; Kari Otteburn (contributor) ; Diana Lica (contributor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672800001701

The practice of judicial interaction in the field of fundamental rights : the added value of the charter of fundamental rights of the EU Federica Casarosa (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673100001701

The right to political participation : a study of the judgments of the European and Inter-American Courts of Human Rights Gabriella Citroni (editor) ; Irene Spigno 1980- (editor) ; Palmina Tanzarella (editor) Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51902452870001701

The right to protection from incitement to hatred : an unsettled right Mona Elbahtimy (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896130420001701

Immigration

"Gelungene Integration" : ethische und rechtliche Perspektiven / herausgegeben von Lando Kirchmair und Gottfried Schweiger. (Stuttgart : Franz Steiner Verlag, [2022])
TC Law Library General Collection JV6342 .G45 2022

Indigenous Peoples

Land and Forest Rights of Amazonian Indigenous Peoples from a National and International Perspective : A Legal Comparison of the National Norms of Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, and Peru Siu Lang Carrillo Yap (author) Leiden; Boston : Brill | Nijhoff 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51905338120001701

Intellectual Property

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673460001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673700001701
Intellectual Property (cont’d)

The future of copyright in the age of artificial intelligence Aviv H. Gaon (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673130001701

International Law

After meaning : the sovereignty of forms in international law Jean D'Aspremont (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673310001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51904298850001701

Corporations, accountability and international criminal law : industry and atrocity Joanna Kyriakakis (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672920001701

Democracy in international law-making : principles from Persian philosophy Salar Abbasi (author) Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New York, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900752070001701

Detention by non-state armed groups under international law / Ezequiel Heffes. (Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2022.)
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6405.N66 H44 2022

Futures of international criminal justice Martin Clark 1989- (editor) Abingdon, Oxon UK ; New Yor, NY : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900767470001701

Responding to mass atrocities in Africa : protection first and justice later Raymond Kwun-Sun Lau (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York : Routledge 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900750430001701

The nuclear ban treaty : a transformational reframing of the global nuclear order Ramesh Thakur 1948- (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51901105310001701

Tipping points in international law : commitment and critique Jean D'Aspremont (editor) ; John Haskell (John D.) (editor) ; American Society of International Law. International Legal Theory Interest Group (sponsoring body) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51895592430001701
**International Trade**

Global values and international trade law Csongor István Nagy 1979- (editor) Series: Transnational law and governance 2021  
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900771700001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900771700001701)

Principles of international trade and investment law Elizabeth Sheargold (author) ; Andrew D Mitchell (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021  
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673250001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673250001701)

The Australia-European Union Free Trade Agreement / Marc Bungenberg, Andrew Mitchell, editors. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer Nature, [2022])  
TC Law Library General Collection K4600 .A987 2022

**Investment Law**

TC Law Library Reserve K3830 .F653 2022

The Institute of International Law's resolution on the equality of parties before international investment tribunals : introduction, text and commentaries Campbell McLachlan (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022  
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896309490001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51896309490001701)

**Judges**

The legal and judicial career of Justice James H. Gilbert / compiled by the staff of the Minnesota State Law Library ; Liz Reppe, State Law Librarian. (St. Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota State Law Library, [2021])  
TC Law Library General Collection KF373.G55 L44 2021

**Jurisprudence**

Common law -- civil law : the great divide? / Nicoletta Bersier, Christoph Bezemek, Frederick Schauer, editors. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2022])  
TC Law Library General Collection K623 .C66 2022

Judgment : new trajectories in law Thomas Giddens Abingdon, Oxon ; New York : Routledge 2022  
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51906108180001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51906108180001701)
**Labor & Employment Law**

2022 advanced employee benefits workshop / Minnesota State Bar Association, Continuing Legal Education. (Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education, [2022])  
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2022 no.5

TC Law Library General Collection KD3009 .A33 2021

Employee discipline & discharge / Minnesota Continuing Legal Education. (Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education, [2022])  
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2022 no.7

TC Law Library Reserve KF3455.Z9 C68 2022

Panes of the glass ceiling : the unspoken beliefs behind the law's failure to help women achieve professional parity Kerri Lynn Stone (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022  
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51904298730001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51904298730001701)

TC Law Library Reserve KF3464 .E54 2021

**Law and Economics**

[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673520001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673520001701)

**Law Enforcement**

On the wrong side of the law : complaints against metropolitan police,1829-1964 / Graham Smith. (Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2020])  
TC Law Library General Collection KD4839 .S45 2020

**Law—Brazil**

US power and the social state in Brazil : legal modernization in the global South Júlio Cattai (author) Abingdon, Oxon ; New York, NY : Routledge 2022  
[https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900764800001701](https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900764800001701)
Law—Scandinavia

The limits of the legal complex : Nordic lawyers and political liberalism Malcolm M Feeley (editor) ; Malcolm Langford (editor) Oxford : Oxford University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51906135770001701

Legal Education

TC Law Library Reserve KF283 .P37 2021

Legal Polycentricity

British Islam and English law : a classical pluralist perspective Patrick Nash (Law teacher) (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51898951650001701

Legal Research, Writing & Publishing

Comparative methods in law, humanities and social sciences Maurice Adams (editor) ; Mark van Hocke (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673580001701

Literature & the Arts

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3613.C385747 C35 2022

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) KF4772 .R672 2021

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) K487.L7 M44 2022

Medical Law

Law and legacy in medical jurisprudence : essays in honour of Graeme Laurie G. T Laurie (Graeme T.) (honouree) ; E. S Dove (Edward S.) (editor) ; Niamh Nic Shuibhne (editor) Cambridge UK ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900160170001701
Military Law

Military justice: the rights and duties of soldiers and government Nigel D. White (author) Northampton: Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672950001701

Practice of Law

Professions and politics in crisis / Mark L. Jones. (Durham, North Carolina : Carolina Academic Press, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K247.6 .J66 2021

Private Law

Legal fictions in private law Liron Shmilovits 1987- (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51902561560001701

Property

The nuts and bolts of transferring real property without probate in Minnesota / Minnesota State Bar Association, Continuing Legal Education. (Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education, [2022])
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2022 no.4

Reference Works

TC Law Library Reference Office KF156 .B856 2021

Reproductive Rights

TC Law Library General Collection HQ766.5.U6 M38 2021

Rule of Law

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900762220001701
Rule of Law (cont’d)

Domination through law : the internationalization of legal norms in postcolonial Africa / Mohamed Sesay. (Lanham ; Boulder ; New York ; London : Rowman & Littlefield, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection KQC514 .S47 2021

TC Law Library General Collection K3171 .R84843x 2022
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection) Stein

Towards the rule of law in China : social diversification and the power system Weidong Ji 1957- (author) ; Xi Lin (author) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51903795700001701

Securities

The responsible shareholder Stephen Bottomley (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673400001701

Slavery

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51900760300001701

Sports & Recreation

TC Law Library Reserve KF3989.Z9 C48 2022

Technology

Elgar encyclopedia of law and data science Giovanni Comandé (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673430001701

Research handbook on international law and cyberspace Nikolaos K Tsagourias (editor) ; Russell Buchan 1983- (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673220001701
Technology (cont’d)

Rethinking law, regulation, and technology Roger Brownsword (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907672980001701

Terrorism

Hashtag jurisprudence : terror and legality on Twitter Cassandra Sharp (author) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673280001701

Precursor crimes of terrorism : the criminalisation of terrorism risk in comparative perspective Clive Walker (editor) ; Mariona Llobet Anglí (editor) ; Manuel Cancio Meliá (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2022
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673370001701

Torts

Clinical guidelines and the law of medical negligence : multidisciplinary and international perspectives Jo Samanta (editor) ; Ash Samanta (editor) Northampton : Edward Elgar Publishing 2021
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1hd9g29/UMN_ALMA51907673670001701

TC Law Library General Collection K561 .T35 2021

Transitional Justice

Transitional justice for Israel/Palestine : truth-telling and empathy in ongoing conflict / Jeremie Bracka. (Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2021])
TC Law Library General Collection K5250 .B73 2021

Trial Practice

TC Law Library General Collection KF8915 .V35 2021

Trials

TC Law Library General Collection KD371.W56 C35 2022
Trials (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KD8362 .S73 2021